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Abstract
ROS is known to be the most popular middleware for the development of soft-
ware in modern day robots. It’s next version, ROS 2 is highly modular and
offers flexibility by supporting on microprocessors running desktop operating
systems. Micro-ROS puts the major ROS 2 features on microcontrollers, i.e.,
highly resource-constrained computing devices running specialized real-time
operating systems. ROS 2 is also of great importance for other domains,
including autonomous driving and the off-road sector. Accordingly, there
is significant interest in bringing micro-ROS to typical automotive control
units. These embedded platforms support AUTOSAR Classic OSEK-like
operating system which is very different in many aspects when compared to
the platforms supported by micro-ROS. Some of the aspects have already
been addressed in a previous work. This thesis mainly focuses on mapping
the micro-ROS execution scheme to AUTOSAR scheme and dynamic mem-
ory management of the micro-ROS stack. From the micro-ROS architecture
perspective, to successfully port the stack on an AUTOSAR-based ECU,
the middleware and other layers of the stack are also analysed and adapted
using a standard approach to support tasks-like execution model instead of
threads-like execution model. Additionally, the support for standard CAN
protocol based on custom transport configuration with the hardware CAN
on the BODAS ECU is introduced. Model-based development methods have
proven their utility in automotive industry. Therefore, we also focus on
describing the timing properties of the micro-ROS stack in a model-based
approach. We develop a generic model which is independent of a specific
modeling language. In the next step, we realize the generic model using
the widely used AMALTHEA language and analyse how well the developed
model predicts the timing behavior of micro-ROS tasks. Finally, the effec-
tiveness of the approach regarding timing and modeling is demonstrated with
a micro-ROS test application first on Linux and then on the off-road vehicle
control unit BODAS RC18-12/40 by Bosch Rexroth.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The immense impact that robotics has on today’s world has fascinated and
teleported everyone into a world of wonderment imagining the extent of mod-
ernization that is growing beyond bounds. Considering such a scenario, it is
proven that in the development of robots, both software and hardware has
played a vital part. From land-based mobile robots, to quadrotor helicopters,
to humanoids - the robotics community has made significant progress, and
there is more efficient software and reliable hardware available than ever be-
fore [1]. One of the reasons for such advancement is the software framework
used in development, i.e., Robot Operating System (ROS).

ROS is the most common used middleware in the development of complex,
but modular systems in a distributed computing environment [2]. Its frame-
work is used in programming complex robots because of its four main fea-
tures: (1) its middleware supporting communication between multiple pro-
grams to exchange various types of data, (2) its support for tools to debug,
monitor and visualize data, (3) its capabilities for navigation, path-planning
algorithms, and (4) its development supported by shared and energetic com-
munity [3]. Its next version, Robot Operating System 2 (ROS 2) primarily
focused on five objectives: (1) provide the developers a software platform
for carrying their research and from prototyping to production, (2) support
on different operating systems, (3) support multi-robot systems involving
low/poor networks, (4) support on microcontrollers, and (5) support for real-
time features. It uses industry standard, Data Distribution Service (DDS)
as its middleware. In principle, it could achieve the above mentioned three
objectives other than support on microcontrollers and real-time features [4].
Micro-ROS, a variant of ROS 2 is mainly tailored for resource-constraint de-
vices like microcontrollers that feature a few hundreds of kilobytes of RAM
only. Its stack is highly flexible and can be used with various Portable
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Operating System Interface (POSIX)-compliant real-time operating systems
(RTOS).

AUTOSAR (Automotive Open System Architecture) is a de-facto standard
used in the basic software development for most of the applications in the
automotive industry. With the objective of providing standardized software
architecture for automotive electronic control units (ECU), it is being devel-
oped in partnership with various automotive manufacturers, suppliers and
service providers [5]. The software components of AUTOSAR provide a layer
that helps in linking the application code and the underneath ECU hardware.
This allows the user for independent software development irrespective of the
chosen embedded hardware, ensuring software reusability [6].

With the standard mentioned above like AUTOSAR, followed in the basic
software development, the user now has the freedom to develop the applica-
tion code also for advanced functionalities. As a result, there is a constant
increase in the complexity of application development. Therefore it is nec-
essary to analyse the application before the actual implementation. Hence,
it is highly beneficial to have model-based systems and performance analysis
in the early design phase.

The development of advanced automation functions with popular robotics
framework combining the software components with automotive proven stan-
dards is now gaining popular also in the off-highway market. Therefore, all
these features and functions of ROS 2/micro-ROS will draw our attention
towards supporting such a stack also on the off-road vehicle control units
running AUTOSAR Classic OSEK-like operating system, so that it would
speed-up the development of new algorithms and advanced functions on such
embedded platforms.

1.1 Problem Statement
The analysis of micro-ROS and AUTOSAR Classic framework at the concep-
tual level reveals the fundamental differences in many aspects that includes
component model, operating system (OS), communication, safety, execution
management and memory management as described in the Table 1.1.

Mapping the component model from micro-ROS to AUTOSAR Classic is well
supported by AUTOSAR tooling. The key challenge in mapping the two op-
erating systems is the scheduling scheme. This aspect will be addressed as
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micro-ROS AUTOSAR Classic

Component
model

Lightweight model Strict meta-model

OS POSIX OSEK
Communication Queues Shared memory commu-

nication
Safety Functional safety not ad-

ministered
Functionally safety ad-
ministered

Execution &
real-time con-
trol

Event-driven approach,
for real time little mecha-
nisms available per com-
ponent only

Static schedule, fixed
time slices

Memory Dynamic memory usage Static memory usage

Table 1.1: Micro-ROS vs AUTOSAR Classic
[7]

a part of the execution management in this thesis. In a recent work [7],
communication and safety aspects have been addressed, especially regarding
freedom from interference with existing safety-critical software functions and
the support for asynchronous session creation in the micro-ROS middleware
via standard CAN wrapped under serial transport has been implemented.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on the execution management and memory
management.

The execution management in micro-ROS is based on an event-driven ap-
proach and assumes POSIX like operating system, which features the concept
of threads and processes, where each thread has its own stack. Messages are
processed sequentially and run into completion. Such concepts are not sup-
ported by AUTOSAR Classic with an underlying OSEK operating system.
The execution management in automotive applications with such an archi-
tecture is based on fixed periodic preemptive scheduling scheme in which the
functions are organised into periodic tasks running at different periods like
1 ms, 10 ms, 100 ms etc. The functions of each task are executed periodically
in a sequential order. Each function runs to completion and stores all state
for the next run in static global memory. Tasks with shorter period can pre-
empt the other tasks but share the same stack. Therefore, the whole system
uses one stack only. In AUTOSAR Classic, there is no concept of dynamic
memory allocation, unlike in ROS 2/micro-ROS.
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As a result, for any application designed using micro-ROS architecture on
an AUTOSAR-based platform, the handling of execution management and
memory management will be one of the biggest challenges. In addition, the
middleware of micro-ROS with the DDS-based communication model has
to be analysed and the concepts has to be developed and implemented to
support its functionality with tasks instead of threads. Not only the mid-
dleware, but for the successful porting of micro-ROS software stack on an
AUTOSAR-based platform, requires analysis and implementation adaptions
in other layers of the software stack too to support such a functionality.

As explained in the last paragraph, for any application designed using such
an architecture with the execution model mapped from event-based to fixed
periodic preemptive scheduling scheme needs efficient analysis that would
describe the characteristics of real-time critical tasks in terms of modeling.
In automotive industry, applications developed using model-driven develop-
ment is widely used for prototyping and products [8]. This also includes
timing models that specify real-time properties of the application at the
system level. Such timing models provide a strong foundation for problem
analysis and enable the support at early design stage without the actual
implementation of an application on an embedded device. As a result, auto-
motive applications that mostly involve control functions running at different
rates, directly depend on the model-based systems so that at the system level
the reaction time of the processing path involving these functions are well
within the boundary. Currently, there are no generic models that describe
the micro-ROS architecture on an AUTOSAR-based ECU and the necessary
modeling elements that would specify the characteristics of real-time critical
micro-ROS tasks on such a platform.

Thus, the goal of the thesis work is mainly in terms of modeling and timing
analysis of micro-ROS application on an AUTOSAR Classic-based ECU, with
an example of BODAS RC40 Series Controller for mobile working machines.

1.2 Methodology
To begin, a systematic study of the complete micro-ROS framework and
AUTOSAR Classic framework was conducted with respect to support the
micro-ROS framework on an AUTOSAR Classic-based platform. The analy-
sis proposed the refactoring of certain micro-ROS core APIs in every layer us-
ing a standard approach, so that the framework would adapt to AUTOSAR
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periodic task scheme. Along with this, it also helped to develop the con-
cept of mapping the event-based execution model to fixed periodic preemp-
tive scheduling scheme with as minimal architectural changes to the overall
micro-ROS stack, to ensure the long-term compatibility and maintainability.
Then, for the successful porting of such a stack on these platforms, neces-
sary memory handling functions, compatibility functions from POSIX and
standard C library and standard CAN transport based on custom transport
configuration were implemented. Firstly, the proof of concept developed was
validated with prototypical implementation over Linux platform, in which
the scheduling scheme was mapped similar to AUTOSAR-based scheduling.
Then the concept developed was validated on the BODAS RC18-12/40 con-
troller unit, which is an AUTOSAR-based ECU popular in off-highway appli-
cations. From the modeling perspective, the analysis of the state-of-the-art
timing model approach in automotive industry was conducted. Along with
this, the most popular standards for model development and simulation tools
for performance analysis were investigated. Then the timing properties asso-
ciated with each entity in every layer of micro-ROS stack was analysed, which
helped to design the generic performance model that describe the micro-ROS
based applications on AUTOSAR-based ECUs.

The effectiveness of the approach and implementation was demonstrated in
a micro-ROS test application on a BODAS RC18-12/40 Series Controller
with a Control Function at 1 kHz and a concurrent communication workload
at 50 Hz with a microprocessor running ROS 2. The test application was
also modeled using the designed generic performance model with one of the
popular standards for model development in automotive industry. The goals
to be achieved were:

1. to guarantee the latency of 1 ms and less than 0.5 ms jitter for the
Control Function

2. to predict the latency by the timing model with a precision of ±20%.

1.3 Document Structure
The document is organized into several chapters as follows:

• Chapter 2 gives the necessary background knowledge to understand the
fundamental terms and concepts discussed in this thesis work.

• Chapter 3 explains the state-of-the-art technologies and the existing
relevant work related to this thesis. Further, based on the evaluation,
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four specific research questions are formulated concerning the modeling
and timing analysis of micro-ROS stack.

• Chapter 4 mainly describes the analysis, concepts and implementation
details for porting the micro-ROS Client framework on BODAS plat-
form or any other embedded platform running AUTOSAR/OSEK like
OS.

• Chapter 5 deals with the analysis of timing properties of micro-ROS
stack and the design and development of generic performance model
using one of the popular modeling languages. And also explains how
these developed models could be further used for performance analysis
using one of the popular simulation tools.

• Chapter 6 evaluates the effectiveness of the approach as explained in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 by a micro-ROS test application implemented
on BODAS platform. It also discusses the results obtained from timing
and modeling perspective of the application.

• Chapter 7 provides the conclusion and lists the possible future work.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter provides an overview of various topics that help to understand
the technical aspects of this thesis work. In Section 2.1, ROS and ROS 2 is
explained along with its benefits and drawbacks. In Section 2.2, an intro-
duction to micro-ROS along with its key features and architecture is given.
Section 2.3 covers topics related to scheduling under POSIX, followed by the
explaination of fixed periodic preemptive scheduling scheme. In Section 2.4,
the vehicle control unit BODAS RC18-12/40 for off-highway applications is
described including its hardware and software specifications.

2.1 Robot Operating System
In today’s world, robots have decreased the human effort in numerous ap-
plications related to various domains across multiple industries. One of the
main reasons for the progress is the methodology followed in the software de-
velopment as compared to the earlier methods. Considering the frameworks
which play a vital role in the software development, ROS is the most com-
monly used frameworks for service robotics. ROS, a meta-operating system
[9] mainly provides services related to process management, package manage-
ment and support for low-level device control including hardware abstraction.
Its message types and formats are a de-facto standard for robot software and
these standards are used in interfacing from sensors and actuators to funda-
mental robotic algorithms like motion planning, navigation, localization etc.
The development is open-source and it also provides tools and libraries for
visualization, simulation, data-recording and monitoring [9] [10]. Its modular
design supports code reusability and implementation of advanced algorithms
in robotics. With all these features, it is preferred over other frameworks such
as Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio [11], Orocos [12], YARP [13] and is
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also used in the development of industrial robots and agricultural robots.
But it had its own certain limitations mainly in terms of real-time support,
cross-platform support, supported only under Linux, mostly applications in
academic research etc. All these drawbacks led to the development of next
version, ROS 2.

Figure 2.1: ROS 2 architecture

A lot of effort was put into the creation of ROS 2 to offer flexibility for cross-
platform development including support for several operating systems such
as Linux, Mac OS, Windows, POSIX compliant RTOSes and also with the
goal of defining the layers of abstraction to ensure code reusability in a more
advanced way compared to ROS [4]. Figure 2.1 depicts the multi-layered
architecture of ROS 2. ROS 2 uses DDS as its middleware layer which is
suitable for real-time embedded systems as DDS meets the requirements for
fault-tolerance, safety and security [14]. It consists of Data-Centric Publish
Subscribe model that ensures data distribution and data transport between
processes to be reliable [15]. It comes with QoS mechanisms which helps
in determining the behaviour of its service [16]. To ensure code reusability,
ROS 2 abstracts the DDS middleware from application code by an additional
layer on top of DDS, known as ROS Middleware Interface (RMW) [17].
ROS 2, being tested in the Continuous Integration (CI) environment also
supports development of packages in C++ standard and Python [18]. With
all these distinctive features and architecture support, ROS 2 still has two
important limitations: (1) it lacks support on microcontrollers and (2) real-
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time support. These drawbacks led to the development of micro-ROS , with
the main goal of getting ROS 2 onto microcontrollers.

2.2 Micro-ROS
In most of the robotic applications today, microcontrollers are used. The
main reasons are real-time support with hard and low latency, power sav-
ing with regular sleep periods, support for hardware peripherals like ADC,
DAC, GPIO and communication protocols like UART, SPI, I2C, CAN and
Ethernet [19][20]. As mentioned before, ROS 2 lacks support on these devices
which has constraints mainly in terms of memory and CPU utilization, hence,
micro-ROS [19] aims at bridging the gap between these resource-constraint
embedded devices and larger processors with ROS framework. Figure 2.2 de-
picts the differences in micro-ROS and ROS 2 from the architecture perspec-
tive, which shows that the middleware is adapted in micro-ROS to support
platforms with resource-constraint environment and client-library is updated
to give real-time support features. Micro-ROS has been developed as a part
of EU funded project OFERA (Open Framework for Embedded Robot Ap-
plications) [21] with the primary goal of extending robot operating system
for microcontrollers, so that the set of features and tools developed for the
ROS framework could also be used on these tiny embedded devices.

Figure 2.2: Micro-ROS vs ROS 2 architecture
[22]
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2.2.1 Micro-ROS Architecture and Features
As shown in the Figure 2.2, micro-ROS stack follows the ROS 2 architecture
i.e., most of the components in micro-ROS are from ROS 2. The compo-
nents developed specifically for micro-ROS are its client-library (rclc), which
is an extension to the existing ROS 2 client support library (rcl) and its
middleware, XRCE-DDS (DDS For Extremely Resource-Constrained Envi-
ronments) [23], which is optimized for low resource consumption embedded
devices. Finally, at the very bottom lies the RTOS, which is assumed to be
POSIX-compliant.

There are about seven key features offered by micro-ROS which make them
as the first-choice for any robotic product based on microcontrollers [22].

• Optimized client-library for ROS concepts on microcontrollers
The client-library of ROS 2 (rcl)[24] includes the concepts of nodes,
publishers/subscriptions, topics, client/service, node graph, lifecycle,
actions, parameters etc. Micro-ROS brings all these core concepts onto
microcontrollers along with the set of extensions and convenience func-
tions (rclc)[25] allowing implementation of common scheduling patterns
from embedded systems. Together, rcl+rclc form a complete client-
library in micro-ROS.

• Flexible middleware, considering extremely resource-constraint
environment
ROS 2 is implemented with DDS as it middleware. Micro-ROS comes
with a new DDS for extremely resource-constraint environment, called
Micro XRCE-DDS, implemented by eProsima, meeting all the neces-
sary requirements for embedded systems [26]. Micro XRCE-DDS fol-
lows a client-server architecture, in which Micro XRCE-DDS Client
[27], running on resource-constraint embedded devices connects to Mi-
cro XRCE-DDS Agent [28], running on larger processors. The Agent is
responsible to route the information from clients to DDS world and vice
versa. Figure 2.3 depicts the client-server architecture of Micro XRCE-
DDS and shows how the Agent bridges the clients to DDS world and
vice versa.

• Indefectible integration with ROS 2
As explained in the last key feature, micro-ROS nodes running on mi-
crocontrollers seamlessly connects to the external ROS 2 system with
the help of micro-ROS Agent running on that system. As a result,
with the known ROS 2 tools [29] and APIs, micro-ROS nodes could be
accessed just as normal ROS nodes.
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• Support on any POSIX-compliant RTOS
Micro-ROS application can be built and ported on any RTOS such
as FreeRTOS, NuttX, Zephyr with POSIX interface. In ROS 2 pack-
age, RTOS-specific tools are integrated with a few generic setup scripts
that can be run through command line. During the firmware creation
step, application developers can choose the RTOS and these scripts will
build the framework. It is very hard to notice the differences in the
configuration and definition of executables between the various RTOS
supported [30].

• Non-restrictive license
The complete micro-ROS stack including middleware layer, client-library
related packages and tools are under Apache License 2.0 [31], like
ROS 2. The two exceptions are the benchmarking tool and RTOS
layer. Benchmarking tool is included under GPL v3 License [32] and
it does not have a effect on product license because generally it is only
used during development and is not part of the product. But the de-
veloper needs to consider the license agreement of RTOS used in their
product [33].

• Shared development by supportive community
The ROS Embedded Working Group, which is a formal ROS 2 work-
ing group [34] constantly supports in the development of micro-ROS
applications and creation of benchmarking tools that check the perfor-
mance, CPU time consumption, memory-usage of the application and
help in optimization of the application on the embedded hardware [35].
This community which is self-organised also provides tutorials from ba-
sics to advanced level with detailed explaination on the framework and
tools [36]. In addition to this, it also provides quick support via Slack
channel and GitHub. eProsima provides the commercial support for
Micro XRCE-DDS middleware.

• Supports interoperability
Apart from few extensions and functions in the micro-ROS stack in
support for embedded platforms, it is highly flexible and modular with
mature and stable software components: open-source RTOS, OMG
standard lightweight middleware and ROS 2 client-library (rcl). Due
to this, long-term maintainability and interoperability can be assured.
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Figure 2.3: Micro XRCE-DDS client-server architecture
[37]

2.3 Scheduling in Embedded Systems
A combination of microprocessor, memory and several input/output periph-
eral devices built for a dedicated function or range of functions within a
larger mechanical or electronic system is referred to as an embedded system
[38]. In such a system, a scheduler is mainly responsible for determining the
sequence and the duration time of tasks to run on the CPU [39]. It decides
which tasks to be executed based on the scheduling algorithm used in im-
plementing it. There are many scheduling algorithms in embedded systems,
with each one having its own pros and cons. Therefore, its important to
design the application based on the scheduling algorithm supported by the
OS on the embedded platform to ensure the task’s timing-properties are well
within the specified boundary.

2.3.1 Scheduling under POSIX
POSIX, an open operating system interface standard has been developed
primarily to promote interoperability and portability of application programs
to support their compilation and execution without changing the source code
across variants of Unix OSs [40]. In POSIX, each executing instance of an
application program is referred to as a process, which owns various resources
that includes address space. Within a process, multiple flow of executions
is possible and these flow of executions are referred to as POSIX threads
[39]. Thus, a process can also be referred to as a collection of one or more
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threads. Each thread owns a separate stack, however the threads within a
process share some resources like open file descriptors, global variables etc.
The standard POSIX 1003.1b defines three scheduling policies:

• SCHED FIFO [41]
It schedules threads/processes according to first come first serve using
a FIFO queue. There are different queues, with each queue assigned a
priority level. Hence, the thread at the front of highest-priority FIFO
queue will run into completion without preemption as there is no time-
slicing among threads of equal priority.

• SCHED RR [41]
It is an extension of SCHED FIFO with time-slicing among threads
of equal priority i.e., each thread is allowed to run for a defined time
quantum only.

• SCHED OTHERS [41]
Its implementation is usually system-specific. On Linux kernel source
code, it is named as SCHED NORMAL. Completely Fair Scheduler
is the default time-sharing scheduler of the SCHED NORMAL class
which is considered for all threads with no special real-time execution
constraints [41].

2.3.2 Fixed Periodic Preemptive Scheduling Scheme
Fixed periodic preemptive scheduling is popular and commonly used in real-
time automotive systems. In this scheduling, fixed task periods are defined
i.e., 1 ms, 10 ms, 100 ms etc and their priorities are defined according to the
rate monotonic scheduling assignment i.e., task with shorter periods have
higher priorities. As an example, consider three tasks defined as Task 1 with
a period of 5 ms, Task 2 with a period of 10 ms and Task 3 with a period
of 30 ms. As per priority assignment, Task 1 will have the highest priority,
Task 2 a medium priority and Task 3 the lowest priority. Therefore, Task 1
can preempt Task 2 and Task 3, whereas Task 2 can only preempt Task 3.
Figure 2.4 depicts the scheduling of these three tasks under fixed periodic
preemptive scheduling scheme.

OSEK [42], an industrial standard API supports portability and reusability
of software in automotive applications, so that pure software-solution can
be obtained and run on any OSEK-compliant ECU. It abstracts away the
development from the underlying hardware. However, there are two distinct
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Figure 2.4: Fixed periodic preemptive scheduling

features that distinguishes OSEK kernel from other standards. The first fea-
ture is that all objects to be statically defined at compile time i.e., no support
for either dynamic memory allocation or dynamic tasks creation [43]. The
second feature is the Single Stack Architecture, where all the tasks and in-
terrupts run on a single stack [44].

Regarding task management, OSEK kernel supports co-operative scheduling
(not considered in this work) and preemptive scheduling. Under preemptive
scheduling, not only tasks with fixed periods as explained in the last para-
graph is supported, but also tasks with variable rate (not considered in this
work) is supported. In automotive, an example for task with variable rate
(non-periodic) is rpm-synchronous task for engine control.

2.4 BODAS RC40 Series Controller for Off-
Highway Applications

The BODAS RC40 Series Controllers from Bosch Rexroth are automotive
technology based specifically designed to enable flexibility in the development
of controlling hydraulics in construction, forestry and agricultural machinery.
These controllers satisfy the functional safety requirements of agricultural
and forestry machinery listed according to ISO 25119 [45] up to Agricul-
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tural Performance Level (AgPL) ”d”. This allows the customers to support
the development of future autonomous applications and integration of new
connectivity trends on these controllers [46]. They are available in three
versions: Small series (RC5-6/40), Medium series(RC18-12/40) and Large
series (RC27-18/40). For our experiments, we have chosen the RC18-12/40
Medium Series Controller.

2.4.1 Hardware Specification
RC18-12/40 ECU, the key component of the BODAS system, is a multi-
core controller with 32-bit processor operating at 300 MHz clock frequency
with hardware safety module (HSM). With robust and compact design, it
is highly suitable for the development of flexible, secure and safety-related
applications in mobile working machines [47]. Figure 2.5 depicts an image of
one of the RC40 Series Controllers from Bosch Rexroth.

Figure 2.5: Bosch Rexroth RC40 Series Controller
[48]

Regarding the I/O details, a total of 58 inputs are provided, out of which
8 provide an option for connecting sensors to measure frequency signals via
SENT protocol and the rest for reading analog/digital voltages or resistance.
A total of 30 outputs are provided, out of which 14 are high-side (battery-
switching) and 16 are low-side (ground-switching) [47]. Regarding the com-
munication to the other devices, three independent standard CAN 2.0 / CAN
FD interfaces are provided, out of which one of them can be used for diagno-
sis and flashing with BODAS service tool 4.x [49]. It also provides support
for one LIN and one Ethernet channel [47].
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Table 2.1 lists the hardware specifications of RC18-12/40 Series Controller.

Attribute Value

Supply Voltage 12 V or 24 V nominal
Processor Infineon TC389
Clock Frequency 300 MHz
Max. supply current 40 A
SRAM 1 MB
DFlash 128 kB
PFlash 10 MB
Temperature Range −40°C to +85°C
Weight 930 g, ± 5 %

Table 2.1: Hardware Specifications of RC18-12/40
[47]

2.4.2 Software Specification

Figure 2.6: BODAS RC18-12/40 software stack
[50]
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BODAS software stack mainly consists of three layers that includes micro-
controller (HW) layer, base software (BSW) layer and application software
(ASW) layer, similar to AUTOSAR software architecture. Figure 2.6 depicts
the software stack on BODAS RC18-12/40 Series Controller.

In the stack, the lowest layer is hardware layer, i.e., RC18-12/40 ECU hard-
ware in our case. Next, the BODAS BSW layer includes system services,
memory services, communication services, I/O services along with the neces-
sary device drivers. It is built upon AUTOSAR CUBAS (Common UBK Ba-
sic Software), which is the Bosch implementation of AUTOSAR for its base
software development for active and passive systems. The BODAS ASW
layer includes complete user code, which is application-specific developed by
OEMs. Finally, the responsible layer that supports the ASW development
to be independent of BSW is the BODAS API layer. It mainly creates an
interface for the user code in ASW layer to access the functionalities in the
BSW layer via standard C Language APIs.
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Chapter 3

State of the Art

In this chapter, Section 3.1 describes the related work that has been carried
out in handling the execution management of micro-ROS on different RTOS,
with POSIX and non-POSIX compliant. Section 3.2 covers the related work
being carried out in model-based design in automotive industry, followed
by the modeling languages available for automotive applications and then
the simulation tools available for model-based performance analysis. In Sec-
tion 3.3, the related work being carried out in modeling of ROS processing
chains is analysed. Finally, in Section 3.4, we derive four specific research
objectives for this thesis work from the overall problem statement discussed
in Section 1.1.

3.1 Micro-ROS/ROS 2 Execution Model
The executor concept introduced in ROS 2 to support the execution manage-
ment lacked real-time control capabilities. As a result, the executor concept
in micro-ROS which is almost similar to ROS 2 is refined and is more flexible
in support of real-time guarantees. Most of the existing works explains the
refinement of executor concept of micro-ROS and development of micro-ROS
application with scheduling algorithms supported by RTOS which assumes
POSIX-compliant. One such work [51], in which a micro-ROS application
was successfully demonstrated with a reservation based scheduling of the
NuttX RTOS on a STM32 series microcontroller with the executor concept
of ROS 2 supporting real-time scheduling capabilities. In another work [52],
a model of ROS application running on top of a resource reservation sched-
uler (SCHED DEADLINE) in Linux was presented and validated, with the
major goal of improving ROS 2 implementations from real-time perspective.
Other works [53][54][55] have also contributed in support of real-time exten-
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sion for the ROS architecture.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, a RTOS with POSIX-compliant is assumed in
the standard approach to micro-ROS. In addition to Linux and Windows, it is
supported by the RTOSes FreeRTOS, Zephyr, NuttX [56]. Recently, a micro-
ROS example for Arm Mbed OS is also supported [57]. From the non-POSIX
compliant perspective, micro-ROS is available for bare-metal applications.
This is supported with the release of micro-ROS as a standalone library with
header files for Arduino IDE [58][59]. However, none of these refinement could
support the executor concept of micro-ROS on AUTOSAR/OSEK OS. Thus,
no equivalent approaches mapping ROS 2 execution management which is
event-based to fixed-periodic scheduling in automotive ECUs for real-time
control has been proposed so far.

3.2 Modeling and Performance Analysis in
Automotive

In the automotive industry, model-based design have already proven its worth
across OEMs, suppliers and developers on different levels. In one such work
[60], it is described that the application developed using such a design im-
prove significantly according to performance, meeting timing constraints. In
another work [61], it is shown how the entire system is developed using the
software models, with the presentation of three case studies based on adap-
tive cruise control.

3.2.1 Standards for Model Development
The three commonly used standards for model development in automotive
industry are: (1) ASAM MDX [62] (Association for Standardization of Au-
tomation and Measuring Systems Model Data Exchange Format) , (2) AU-
TOSAR [5] and (3) AMALTHEA [63]. In ASAM MDX, the description of
software components of a single ECU with their interfaces and data elements
is specified, without defining its own methodology. In AUTOSAR, the de-
scription includes software and hardware. But is available to its own members
and partners. AMALTHEA, an open source is more accomplished supple-
ment than AUTOSAR, supporting the modeling of multi-core systems [64].
A detailed comparison on the model elements, system models, methodology
and reference implementations of each standard is available in the work [65]
and conclusions are also drawn with advantages and disadvantages of every
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standard. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of model elements covered by
these three standards.

ASAM
MDX

AUTOSAR AMALTHEA

Hardware Model No Yes Yes
OS Model No Partly Yes
Static Software Ar-
chitecture

Yes Yes Yes

Dynamic Software
Architecture

No Partly Yes

Mapping No Yes Yes
Timing Require-
ments

Partly Partly Yes

Software Design
Constraints

Partly Partly Yes

Table 3.1: Comparison of model elements covered in three standards
[65]

3.2.2 Performance Analysis Simulation Tools
The model-based designs must be verified, if the design constraints partic-
ularly related to real-time requirements are satisfied. Different approaches
could be followed to verify whether real-time behaviour of an application is
satisfied. The commonly used approach in automotive applications is with
the help of simulation tools, that determines the real-time properties such as
end-to-end latency, worst-case response time, jitter, bus and processor uti-
lization at the system level. Few of the popular simulation tools for timing
and performance analysis in these applications are [66]:

• open source - Cheddar [67], MAST [68]

• proprietary - Timing Architect [69], SymTA/S [70], chronSUITE [71]

In one work [72], it is shown that using the SymTA/S tool, performance
analysis could be done at the system level for complex embedded applications
and properties like end-to-end latencies, deadlines, buffer over-underflows,
transient overloads could be verified. In another work [73], an automotive
application model is applied for real-time analysis to chronSUITE, SymTA/S
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tools and two prototype university specific tools and a comparison is made
based on real-time verification methods and conclusions are drawn with pros
and cons of each tool. The simulation tools mentioned in the last paragraph
could be used independent of modeling languages mentioned in Section 3.2.1
with a small configuration change during the setup.

3.3 Modeling of ROS Processing Chains
With most of the service robot applications being time-critical, real-time
properties like reaction times, jitter, deadlines etc play a safety-critical role.
However, these aspects are hidden in the component or framework imple-
mentations even in the most commonly used middlewares in robotics, like
ROS , which abstract away the application development from the underlying
embedded platform and execution management of the operating system on
it. But still, on the one hand, with in-depth knowledge about the framework
and the scheduling supported by the RTOS on the embedded device, real-
time extension on such a architecture could be possible. But on the other
hand, then few compromises had to be done with respect to the cost and
time for the application development.

As a result of the problem mentioned above, in most of the software-intensive
systems, model-based performance analysis has been used for many years
during the early stages of development as they help to analyse the timing
properties of the system. Such a effort is also seen with robotic software
framework. One such work [74], in which model-driven tools implemented
in SmartMDSD toolchain [75] were used to support the robotics develop-
ment process and in the system-configuration step, tools such as SymTA/S
was used for timing and performance analysis. The results from these anal-
ysis almost represented the real robot’s run-time performance. In another
work [76], an automatic latency manager for ROS 2 framework was pro-
posed, which showed that it reduces the maximum observed latency under
load compared to the default Linux scheduler. With experiments on mobile
robot it was also demonstrated the feasibility of the approach and drawbacks
related to platform limitations and real-time analysis in ROS 2 were identi-
fied. But, currently for applications with micro-ROS framework developed on
any embedded platform, there are no generic model-based design that would
help in analysis of real-time properties of micro-ROS task using appropriate
simulation tools.
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3.4 Specific Research Questions
From the problems explained in terms of timing analysis and modeling for
micro-ROS in Section 3.1, Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, four specific research
objectives are formulated which need to be explored and analysed in this
thesis work. They are as follows:

[Q1.] How to map the event-based execution management of (micro-)ROS to
fixed periodic preemptive scheduling with a single stack like in AUTOSAR?

[Q2.] Which modeling elements are necessary to specify the characteristics
of real-time critical micro-ROS tasks including processing chains?

[Q3.] How to describe the timing characteristics of the micro-ROS stack and
an application in such a model on a specific microcontroller? Which existing
meta-models be reused?

[Q4.] How precisely does the developed model allow to predict computing
latencies using an appropriate simulation tool?
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Chapter 4

Mapping Execution
Management to AUTOSAR

This chapter mainly addresses the first research question [Q1] mentioned in
Section 3.4. In Section 4.1, the analysis of the micro-ROS Client stack and
the problems involved in supporting the stack on AUTOSAR/OSEK like OS
is explained. In Section 4.2, the concept for adaptation of the stack layer-
by-layer to support the AUTOSAR/OSEK tasks-like implementation instead
of threads is explained. In Section 4.3, the concept for mapping the event-
based execution model of (micro-)ROS to fixed periodic preemptive schedul-
ing scheme with a single stack like in AUTOSAR is explained. Section 4.4
covers the implementation details on BODAS RC18-12/40 hardware, i.e.,
the support for standard C library functions, mapping the missing POSIX
functions based on BODAS API, the support for standard CAN interface
based on custom transport configuration in Micro XRCE-DDS middleware,
and finally, the changes in the stack layer-by-layer according to the concepts
realized in earlier sections of the chapter.

4.1 Micro-ROS Stack Analysis
As explained in the Section 2.2.1, the micro-ROS Client stack, i.e., the stack
on MCU usually assumes the underlying RTOS to be POSIX-compliant
which supports the POSIX Thread model (pthread) in particular. The
stack is comprised of Micro XRCE-DDS which is the default middleware,
RMW Microxrcedds which is ROS 2 middleware abstraction layer and RCL
+ RCLC layer which is the client-library. In general, the execution of any
application with this stack on an embedded platform can be divided into
two phases: (1) initialization phase, which handles the creation of core en-
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tities of an application, (2) operation phase, which handles the execution
management of an application.

4.1.1 Initialization Phase
The main participants of the ROS 2/micro-ROS ecosystem are nodes which
exchange messages of various data types via actions, services, topics or pa-
rameters [77]. The communication between them is using the publish and
subscribe paradigm. In this paradigm, the two main entities that communi-
cate are referred to as publisher and subscriber. On one hand, a particular
node is allowed to publish the message on a topic using datawriter associated
to the publisher and on the other hand, a corresponding node subscribed to
the same topic receives the corresponding message using datareader asso-
ciated to the subscriber. In the micro-ROS Client stack, the middleware
Micro XRCE-DDS is based on DDS communication model in which node,
topic, publisher/subscriber and datawriter/datareader form the core entities.
These entities has to be created in the Client with the support of the Agent.
Therefore, the Client sends the creation request and waits for response from
the Agent. In case of POSIX-compliant RTOS, each entity’s request-response
is handled by separate thread in a blocking function call. Such a concept is
not supported on an AUTOSAR-OSEK like OS which is non-POSIX compli-
ant. As a result, to design the micro-ROS application on such an OS which is
non-POSIX compliant, the stack which includes DDS communication model
must be adapted in each layer to support tasks-like periodic execution model
instead of threads-like execution model.

In addition, the functions in each layer of the stack are dependent on certain
standard C library functions and POSIX functions. Therefore, the support
for missing standard C library functions and mapping POSIX functions based
on the chosen platform, must be developed.

4.1.2 Operation Phase
Executor [78] is a new concept introduced in ROS 2 to support the execution
management which follows an event-driven approach. The executor mainly
coordinates the execution of all the callbacks. Figure 4.1 depicts the default
executor concept in ROS 2 on a POSIX like OS with two callbacks. The data
is received via the defined transport in the middleware and the middleware
puts the data into DDS queue. The executor looks up the wait sets, which
notifies it about the available messages from the DDS queue. It takes the
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message and process the corresponding callback until completion in a sequen-
tial order [79]. In addition, it also supports the execution of timers, which are
always prioritized over messages. Apart from this, it does not support any
prioritization for the incoming callbacks. Moreover, it lacks the support for
real-time control features by not controlling the execution order of callbacks,
irrespective of the real-time support from the underlying OS scheduler [79].
Such a behaviour would affect any robotic application involving time-critical
callbacks as there is a high probability that these callbacks could miss its
deadline, which leads to failure in the predicted behaviour of the system.

Figure 4.1: Execution Management in ROS 2

To address the drawbacks of ROS 2 executor as explained in the last para-
graph, in micro-ROS, an extension of such an executor was developed, called
rclc Executor [80] which mainly provides the support of following three new
features: (1) triggered condition, to control the start for processing of any
callback , (2) user-defined execution order, to control the processing order
in which the callbacks has to be executed and (3) scheduling configuration,
to control the prioritized processing of callbacks by using the scheduling pa-
rameters of the underlying OS [80].

The execution management in AUTOSAR Classic OSEK-like OS running
on BODAS RC18-12/40 Series Controller uses fixed periodic preemptive
scheduling scheme, in which functions are defined and assigned to tasks to
run at certain periods and they can also be given priority. Figure 4.2 depicts
the comparison of execution management in AUTOSAR and ROS 2. As an
example, two periodic tasks (TASK A and TASK B) with different rates and
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execution times as shown in the Figure 4.2 are considered. TASK A with
shorter period and TASK B with longer period. Thus, as explained in the
Section 2.3.2, TASK A has higher priority over TASK B. Firstly, scheduling
as per AUTOSAR scheme is shown with preemptions at four different points
and tasks meeting their deadlines. Below that, scheduling as per ROS 2 is
shown, with the deadline missed for the second arrival of TASK A, because
in ROS 2, Task A and Task B implemented as callbacks are executed until
completion and then only the next message is processed. Therefore, such a
ROS 2 executor concept cannot be applied on a BODAS RC18-12/40 Series
Controller.

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Execution Management

4.2 Initialization Phase with State-Machine
Model

Considering the DDS communication model on an AUTOSAR-based plat-
form, the request-response for entities creation in a task can be handled with
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Figure 4.3: Flow Chart for entity request-response handling in Client

the help of a State-Machine model approach, mainly to avoid blocking func-
tion calls. In this approach, for each entity creation in the Client two states
are considered. In the first state called the entity request state, the request
for a particular entity creation is checked and sent from Client. In the second
state called the entity response state, the corresponding response from the
Agent is acknowledged and decided whether to move to next entity creation
request state or not. Figure 4.3 depicts the handling of request-response
mechanism for an entity in the middleware of micro-ROS Client. The tran-
sition between the states must be handled by updating the respective global
variables in every task cycle. The entities creation must follow a step-by-step
sequence as explained below:
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1. On the Client side, a node creation request is created and sent in one
cycle.

2. On the Agent side, the node creation request is accepted and accord-
ingly response is sent.

3. In parallel, on the Client side, in the next cycle, a response for the node
creation request is acknowledged. If there is successful response from
the Agent, then it moves to next entity creation request state. If there
is no response from the Agent, in the next iteration a response for the
node creation request is waited for.

4. The above steps are repeated until all the entities i.e., node, topic, pub-
lisher/subscriber and datawriter/datareader are sequentially created.

To support such a mechanism in the micro-ROS middleware, subsequent API
function calls in the above layers of micro-ROS Client software stack must
be analysed and also adapted. Table 4.1 lists the API calls in each layer of
the stack to be updated to support the state-machine model like approach
discussed in the last paragraph.

Node Topic Publisher/ DataWriter/
Subscriber DataReader

RCLC rclc node init - rclc publish- -
default er init/
rclc node init rclc subscrip-
with options tion init

RCL rcl node init - rcl publisher- -
init/

rcl subscrip-
tion init

RMW rmw create rmw create rmw create rmw create
Microxr node, publisher/ publisher/ publisher/,
cedds create node rmw create rmw create rmw create

subscription, subscription subscription
create topic

Micro run xrce run xrce run xrce run xrce
XRCE- session session session session
DDS

Table 4.1: API calls of micro-ROS stack
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4.3 Operation Phase with Periodic AUTOSAR
Tasks

The client libraries RCLC and RCL include the APIs involved in handling
the execution management. The executor and callback functions which are
event-based in micro-ROS have to be mapped to periodic AUTOSAR tasks.
The executor function must be assigned to task executing at a period (fre-
quency) which is equal or less (equal or high) than the least (highest) period
(frequency) among the tasks to which callbacks are assigned. The assignment
of callback functions to periodic tasks depends on two factors:

1. Incoming Message Interval (Frequency)
The callback related to the incoming message must be assigned to a
task executing at a same or lower period (higher frequency) than the
incoming message interval (frequency), so that none of the messages are
lost. For example, if the interval (frequency) of an incoming message is
’x’ seconds (Hz), then the callback must be assigned to a task executing
at a period (frequency) atleast lower (higher) than ’x’ seconds (Hz).

2. Execution Time of Callback
The callback must be assigned to a task executing at a higher period
(lower frequency) than its execution time, so that it has enough time
for computation. For example, if the execution time of the callback is
’y’ seconds (Hz), then the callback must be assigned to a task executing
at a period (frequency) atleast higher (lower) than ’y’ seconds (Hz).

Figure 4.4: Execution Management mapped to AUTOSAR task scheme
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Figure 4.4 depicts the execution management of micro-ROS with two call-
backs mapped to AUTOSAR Classic OSEK-like OS with Task scheme as
explained in the last paragraph. The data is received via the defined trans-
port interrupt service routine. The middleware function running in a high-
frequency task unpacks the data into XRCE DDS message. The executor
function running in the same or slightly lower frequency task takes the in-
coming XRCE DDS message and will make it available for the corresponding
callback. The callback function is not invoked immediately, but is executed
in tasks often at lower frequency than executor. Therefore, from the applica-
tion perspective, it must be ensured that these functions run into completion
within the respective assigned period.

4.4 Implementation on BODAS RC18-12/40

Figure 4.5: Micro-ROS stack on BODAS RC18-12/40

This section explains the porting of micro-ROS Client stack on one of the
vehicle control units, which is an AUTOSAR-based platform and popular in
off-highway market. Figure 4.5 depicts the micro-ROS Agent stack on a com-
puter running Linux OS and the micro-ROS Client stack on BODAS RC18-
12/40 ECU running AUTOSAR/OSEK like OS with the existing BSW. Each
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layer on BODAS is added in the ASW region step-by-step from Compati-
bility/POSIX mapping layer to RCL + RCLC layer. The communication
between Client and Agent is setup via standard CAN at 250 kbits/sec. On
the Agent side, the hardware support for CAN interface is provided by Peak
CAN drivers which is accessed by SocketCAN framework as a network de-
vice. On the Client side, two CAN channels are available for user, out of
which one is used for communication with the Agent and other one is used
for debugging. Before actual implementation on the chosen BODAS plat-
form, the concepts developed were first realized and tested over the Linux
platform.

4.4.1 Additional Layers: Support on BODAS
To adapt the layers of the stack to support the tasks-like periodic execution
model in AUTOSAR, two more additional layers that must be introduced are
compatibility layer which gives the support for standard C library functions
and POSIX mapping layer which maps the necessary standard POSIX func-
tions to base software API function calls on BODAS. Some of the functions
in other layers of the stack will be dependent on the functions developed in
these two layers.

Compatibility Layer: Support for C Library

BODAS BSW lacks support for standard C library functions which are used
by functions in different layers of the Client software stack. Some of these
functions are dependent on the architecture and the underlying OS. Therefore
these functions are developed and are added in the files: errno.h, nlibc.h,
stdbool.h, stdint.h, stdlib.h and string.h to support the dependency. Few of
the predominant functions re-implemented are:

• Memory Functions: malloc(), calloc(), realloc(), free() are standard C
functions related to dynamic memory management. On BODAS with
AUTOSAR/OSEK like OS, dynamic memory management is not al-
lowed. From the memory profiling analysis of micro-ROS Client by
eProsima [81], it is shown that the dynamic memory consumption
is only during initialization of parameters like nodes, publishers/sub-
scribers etc and not during run-time. Therefore, on BODAS platform,
a simple memory management was implemented where a pool of mem-
ory was reserved on the stack to initialize the necessary parameters.
To support this implementation, malloc(), calloc(), realloc() methods
were re-implemented and not free() method because the deallocation
of memory happens irrespectively during the shut-down of device.
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• String functions: vsnprintf(), snprintf() are standard C functions used
to format string and write it to string buffer. These functions are
re-implemented using memcpy() method as string concatenation func-
tions which handles the concatenation of two, three and four strings.
The following code snippet shows the function for concatenation of two
strings.
# define CLIB_COMPAT_RET_OK 0
# define CLIB_COMPAT_RET_NOT_OK 1
static int string_concatenate_two (char * buffer , size_t

buffer_size , const char * str1 , const char * str2)
{

if ( buffer_size < ( strlen (str1) + strlen (str2)))
{

return CLIB_COMPAT_RET_NOT_OK ;
}
memcpy (buffer , str1 , strlen (str1));
memcpy ( buffer + strlen (str1),str2 , strlen (str2));
return CLIB_COMPAT_RET_OK ;

}

POSIX Functions Mapping Layer: Based on BODAS API

• Clock Function: One of the parameters in the clock function used in
RCL layer (rcl clock init()) is mapped to BODAS System timers to get
the current time of the clock using BODAS BSW API. It was an easy
implementation, mainly handling the data conversion as shown in the
following code snippet.

static int16_t clock_gettime ( clockid_t clk_id , struct
timespec *tp)

{
uint64 operating_time_u64 ;
operating_time_u64 = bds_sys_getTime ();// BODAS BSW API
tp -> tv_nsec = ( operating_time_u64 % 1000000) * 1000;
tp -> tv_sec = operating_time_u64 / 1000000;
return 0;

}

• Atomic Functions: BODAS platform does not support the standard
atomic kind of operations. Therefore, all the atomic operations used in
the micro-ROS Client software stack had to be re-implemented as per
BODAS architecture with lock and release API from BODAS BSW.
Some of the atomic functions re-implemented for BODAS platform
are: atomic get(), atomic add(), atomic load(), atomic exchange() and
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atomic fetch add(). The following code snippet shows the macro de-
fined for atomic fetch add().

# define atomic_get_bodas (obj , value) do{ \
(* value) = (obj)->__val; \

} while (0)

# define atomic_add_bodas (obj , value) do{ \
(obj)->__val += (value); \

} while (0)

# define rcutils_bodas_atomic_fetch_add (object , out , arg)
({ \

BDS_SYS_GET_LOCK_COMMON (); \
__typeof__ (* object ) temp = * object ; \
atomic_add_bodas (object , arg); \
atomic_get_bodas (&temp ,& out); \
BDS_SYS_RELEASE_LOCK_COMMON (); \
})

4.4.2 Micro XRCE-DDS over Custom Transport
In the automotive industry, the widely used protocol to communicate between
the network control units is standard CAN. Its advantages in terms of ro-
bustness, cost, wiring requirements, reliability and flexibility when compared
to other protocols makes it a de-facto standard in a large network systems.
With the view of micro-ROS application to be developed on BODAS RC18-
12/40 Series Controllers, CAN protocol is decided as the first-choice for the
communication between the Client and Agent.

Custom Transport Configuration

An application developed with micro-ROS stack assumes Micro XRCE-DDS
as the middleware of choice. At the present moment, the communication be-
tween Micro XRCE-DDS Client and Micro XRCE-DDS Agent is supported
natively with TCP, UDP and Serial protocols at the transport layer. In a
recent work [7], it is shown that the communication is also possible with
standard CAN wrapped under serial protocol. But recently, eProsima came
up with the concept of custom transport and developed the necessary tem-
plate functions in the Client and Agent libraries [82] [83], so that the user
can decide his choice of transport layer protocol. In order to also support
the transmission virtually over any network, two general modes are also sup-
ported from the framing perspective:
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1. Stream-oriented mode: Necessary headers, overheads and CRC bytes
are added along with the XRCE message and follows a stream logic for
transmission

2. Packet-oriented mode: XRCE message is transmitted as a packet and
the whole packet can be sent

The required mode can be selected by enabling or disabling the framing pa-
rameter during the setting of uxr set custom transport callbacks() method
in both Client and Agent. For our application, we have selected the packet-
oriented mode by disabling the framing parameter because the CAN pro-
tocol itself has lot of security mechanisms and also we want to keep the
minimum number of frame transmissions for any response-reply mechanism
between Client and Agent. Along with the framing parameter, the callbacks
related to initializing, closing, reading and writing functions are also set in
the uxr set custom transport callbacks() method.

• transport: custom transport available to every other callbacks

• framing parameter: disabled i.e., packet-oriented mode is selected

• my custom transport open: callback for initialization of transport

• my custom transport close: callback for closing of transport

• my custom transport write: callback for writing the data to transport

• my custom transport read: callback for reading the data to transport

CustomEndPoint in Micro XRCE-DDS Agent

Micro XRCE-DDS Agent can receive and reply the messages to multiple
clients. As a result, the Agent must be able to differentiate between the
clients, hence should know the information about the source and the des-
tination of the message, referred to as endpoint parameters in DDS terms.
These parameters are handled in Agent using the CustomEndPoint class.
This class has three methods that is used along with the callbacks responsi-
ble for reading and writing the data to CAN.

• add member(): method for adding new member to endpoint definition

• set member value(): method for setting the value to the added member

• get member(): method for getting the value of the added member
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To communicate with the Agent, each Client has a unique CAN Identifier.
As a result, a variable is added using the add member() method to hold the
value of CAN Identifier. In the callback responsible for reading the data, this
variable is set using the set member value() method based on the identifier
field in the received CAN frame. Correspondingly, in the callback responsible
for writing the data, this variable value is fetched using the get member()
method and written in the identifier field in the CAN frame to be sent. This
ensures that the Agent receives the response from the Client and replies to
the same Client respectively.

CAN Data Communication

Figure 4.6: Format of standard CAN frame

Value Description

0x00 Intermediate block of data
0x01 First block of data
0x02 Last block of data
0x03 Single block of data only

Table 4.2: Payload Header value description

Standard CAN Frame with a 11 bit identifier field operated at a frequency
of 250 Kbits/sec is used for the communication between Client and Agent
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at the transport layer. It supports a payload size of upto 8 bytes. The first
byte in the payload of every frame is termed as Payload Header and the next
7 bytes are a block of data of XRCE-DDS message buffer as shown in the
Figure 4.6. Bit0 of Payload Header represents the first block of data and
Bit1 of Payload Header represents the last block of data. Table 4.2 presents
the possible 4 values of Payload Header.

CAN Transmission

The data transmission from the middleware layer to the operating system
layer via the CAN transport layer is illustrated in the steps below along with
the Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: CAN data transmission workflow

1. The data to be sent for the given topic is serialized using the MicroCDR
library and the XRCE message is added to the output message buffer
with all the necessary information.

2. At the transport layer, every CAN frame supports only a payload size
of maximum 8 bytes including Payload Header. As a result, if there
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is more than 7 bytes of data in the output message buffer, then it can
no longer be delivered in a single frame and must be split over many
frames. In each frame, 7 bytes of output message buffer (referred to
as block) can be transmitted. As presented in the Table 4.2, based on
the position of block of data, Payload Header value is appended in the
first byte and then the CAN frame is transmitted.

3. Finally, the operating system writes to the system buffer. Thus, the
data is transmitted over CAN on the selected channel.

CAN Reception

The data reception from the operating system layer to the middleware layer
system via the CAN transport layer is illustrated in the steps below along
with the Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: CAN data reception workflow

1. The operating system reads the data from the system buffer. The data
is received over CAN on the selected channel.
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2. At the transport layer, the payload is extracted based on the Payload
Header value as explained in the CAN transmission workflow and is
further sent to input message buffer.

3. The XRCE message is deserialized using the MicroCDR library and
finally the data is extracted for the given topic and is sent to the above
layers for further processing.

4.4.3 Other Layers: RCLC, RCL, RMW
As explained in the Section 4.2, for each entity creation in the Client, API
calls in RCLC, RCL, RMW layers has to be adapted to handle the request-
response mechanism through the state-machine model approach. Global vari-
ables are introduced to ensure that request from the Client is sent in one cycle
and response from the Agent is read in next cycle to avoid blocking function
call. The following code snippet shows the APIs updated in each layer for
node entity creation in the Client. Similarly, APIs are updated in each layer
for other entities creation as mentioned in Table 4.1.

// ---------- RCLC Layer ----------
rcl_ret_t rclc_node_init_default (..)
{

// initial NULL checks
// ...
if(! rclc_node_init_default_initialization )// global variable
{

// parameters initialization
// ...
rclc_node_init_default_initialization = true;

}
rc = rclc_node_init_with_options (..);
// ...

}
rcl_ret_t rclc_node_init_with_options (..)
{

// initial NULL checks
// ...
if(! rclc_node_init_with_options_initialization )// global

variable
{

// parameters initialization
// ...
rclc_node_init_with_options_initialization = true;

}
rc = rcl_node_init (..);
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// ...
}

// ---------- RCL Layer ----------
rcl_ret_t rcl_node_init (..)
{

// initial NULL checks
// ...
if(! rcl_node_init_initialization )// global variable
{

// parameters initialization
// ...
rcl_node_init_initialization = true;

}
node ->impl -> rmw_node_handle = rmw_create_node (..);
// ...

}

// ---------- RMW Layer ----------
rmw_node_t * rmw_create_node (..)
{

rmw_node = create_node (..);
}
rmw_node_t * create_node (..)
{

// Initial NULL Checks
// ...
if(! create_node_initialization )// global variable
{

// Parameters initialization
// ...
participant_req = uxr_buffer_create_participant_bin (..);

// Node Entity Request Created
create_node_initialization = true;

}
if (! run_xrce_session (..) // Request Sent
{

// Node Entity Response from Agent
}
// ...

}

Therefore, with the analysis, concepts and implementation details explained
in the sections of this chapter, an application developed with the micro-ROS
Client framework can be ported on BODAS platform or any other embedded
platform running AUTOSAR/OSEK like OS with a simple configuration
change related to chosen hardware.
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Chapter 5

Performance Modeling and
Analysis

This chapter mainly addresses the second and third research question [Q2
& Q3] mentioned in Section 3.4 in three steps. In the first step, we list
all the properties that influence the real-time characteristics of micro-ROS
application and develop a generic model for micro-ROS independent of the
modeling language. In the second step, we decide for one of the standard
modeling languages popular in automotive, i.e., AMALTHEA and model the
generic model using AMALTHEA. In the third step, we simulate the timing
behavior of the AMALTHEA model with a performance analysis tool, in our
case, chronSUITE. By this generic approach, one could in the future apply
the generic model to different modeling languages and performance analysis
tools. The above three steps are realized in the sections of this chapter.
In Section 5.1, a generic performance model of an application with micro-
ROS framework on AUTOSAR-based platform is explained. In Section 5.2,
an introduction to System Modeling with AMALTHEA is explained. In
Section 5.3, the modeling of generic performance model with such a modeling
language is discussed. The last Section 5.4 explains the performance analysis
of models designed in earlier sections of this chapter using simulation tool
like chronSUITE.

5.1 Generic Performance Model
Micro-ROS aims at providing a generic robotics framework for the entire mi-
crocontroller family as a whole. As explained in the Chapter 1, it is gaining
popular in the development of automation applications with advanced fea-
tures in the automotive sector, especially on the BODAS platforms in the
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off-highway market. System designed with these applications must meet the
specified deadlines i.e., the response must be obtained within the specified
timing constraint. Therefore, enabling advanced automation functions in an
application leads to increase in the complexity of development. This demands
the model-based performance analysis with report on real-time properties like
response time, jitter, deadlines, end-to-end latencies etc in the early stages
of development.

As far as micro-ROS is concerned, even with it’s popularity and demand,
there does not exist a common modeling framework i.e., to describe the timing
characteristics of micro-ROS application. At system level, one of the most
important timing properties is end-to-end latency between perception and
actuation. Such latency describes the overall processing between a sensor and
an actuator and thus the reaction time of the system for this processing path.
Therefore, to obtain such a latency from the modeling perspective, the timing
properties related to an application developed with micro-ROS framework on
an AUTOSAR-based platform like BODAS has to be investigated. Below is
the list of properties that influence the timing characteristics of micro-ROS
application on BODAS platform.

• Number of Processing Cores
The performance of the system is directly dependent on the number
of processing units on the chosen platform. In order to utilize the
hardware platform completely and all the tasks are within specified
timing constraint, the allocation of software modules (referred to as
tasks) to the available cores is important [84]. The intra-core and inter-
core task communication has a significant impact on the system level
timing properties.

• Memory Size
Each core in the multi-core system typically has a small amount of
local memory (cache) and share a larger amount of RAM with other
cores. The duration of communication between the tasks is dependent
on whether it must happen through fast local memory or slower shared
memory between the cores [84].

• OS Scheduling Policy
The scheduling policy supported by the OS on the chosen embedded
platform has a direct impact on the real-time performance of the sys-
tem. The BODAS platform provides OSEK OS which supports fixed
periodic preemptive scheduling scheme.
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• Task Period
Depending on how frequent the functions are executed, they are as-
signed to periodic tasks running at different periods like 1 ms, 10 ms,
100 ms etc.

• Subscriptions
Subscription to a topic is handled by the subscriber within the given
node. A callback function is called on every ROS message received
on the topic. Hence, the execution time of such a callback function
depends on the message size. Thus, the overall response time of such
a callback function depends on its execution time and the duration for
which it is preempted by other high priority tasks.

• Publishers
Publishing to a topic is handled by the publisher within the given node.
A callback function is called to publish the ROS message on the topic
at a defined interval, which is handled using timers.

• Middleware
As explained in the Section 4.1, the middleware puts the received data
via the defined transport (in our case, standard CAN) into DDS queue.
Thus, the timing related to middleware depends on the chosen trans-
port, bit-rate configured, packet format, payload length etc. The ex-
ecutor takes the message from the queue and process the corresponding
callback further. As a result, the execution time of the executor de-
pends on the number of callbacks and message size of data in each
received topic.

Next, the listed properties has to be grouped, so that it would help us to
know the minimum number of models that would be necessary describing
the timing behavior, like response times, latencies and jitter of an application
with micro-ROS framework on an AUTOSAR-based platform like BODAS
Controller. Therefore, Figure 5.1 depicts an overview of necessary individual
models that we developed with the main objective to abstract the execution
timing behavior of the entire middleware into a defined execution time.

• Application Model: The properties that the user is allowed to define.

• Generic micro-ROS Model on BODAS: The properties that is
specific to micro-ROS stack.

• Hardware Model: The properties that is specific to hardware plat-
form
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Figure 5.1: Abstract overview of models

From the properties listed above, Number of Processing Cores and Memory
Size depends on the chosen platform and hence it could be associated with
the hardware model. For our application with micro-ROS framework on BO-
DAS platform, OS Scheduling Policy and Task Period is defined and hence it
could be associated with the generic micro-ROS model on BODAS. From the
application developer perspective, the number of Subscriptions and Publish-
ers based on the application designed must be known in advance and hence
it is associated with the application model. The Execution Time (Callback)
parameter for the Subscriptions, Publishers, Middleware properties has to be
measured by profiling methods on the chosen platform. Hence, it is depen-
dent on the hardware model. As explained in the Section 4.3, based on the
execution time, the Frequency parameter could be mapped to corresponding
period in the Task Period. The Message Size parameter depends on the data
in the topic. Finally, from the modeling perspective, the Middleware prop-
erty that also includes executor function, is mandatory in every micro-ROS
application and hence it is associated with the generic micro-ROS model
on BODAS. Figure 5.2 depicts all the three models with their associated
properties and relations between them.

Configuration Parameters in the Middleware

In the RMW microxrcedds, most of the configuration related to memory
management is carried out. An application developer should be aware of
such a configuration before trying to model or design an application with
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Figure 5.2: Generic Performance Model

micro-ROS framework. Some of the properties mentioned above are also
directly dependent on these parameters. Some of the parameters are [85]:

• RMW UXRCE MAX SESSIONS: Number of sessions supported

• RMW UXRCE MAX NODES: Number of nodes supported

• RMW UXRCE MAX TOPICS: Number of topics supported

• RMW UXRCE MAX PUBLISHERS: Number of publishers supported

• RMW UXRCE MAX SUBSCRIPTIONS: Number of subscribers sup-
ported
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• RMW UXRCE MTU: MTU is middleware transport dependent and
creates an internal buffer of memory block to store the messages [86]

• RMW UXRCE STREAM HISTORY: Number of MTUs, including in-
put and output buffers

5.2 System Modeling with AMALTHEA
In the automotive industry, during the development of software on auto-
motive control units, modeling the system benefits from reduced hardware
costs, faster time to market, higher quality systems and rapid adoption [87].
To support advanced features and functionalities in any application, modern
cars also need to consider the system with multi-core architectures, which
means the hardware is more complex and heterogeneous. The increase in the
complexity of algorithms in these applications on such platforms is forcing
the designers to consider the model-based performance analysis at the early
stages of development. As explained in the Section 3.2.1, few of the popular
standards available in the automotive industry to develop models are ASAM
MDX, AUTOSAR, and AMALTHEA. Among these, AMALTHEA stands
out as a qualified supplement, especially when it comes to the modeling on
platform with multi- and many-core systems.

Figure 5.3: Overview of AMALTHEA system model
[88]
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APP4MC [88] is an open-source Eclipse platform that provides AUTOSAR
compliant common data models namely AMALTHEA, whose system model
combines various partial models which includes hardware model, software
model, timing-constraint model etc. It includes processing tools for basic
visualization and validation of these models. It supports interoperability,
extensibilty and plugins for code generation from the models [89]. Thus,
the system model contains all the information needed to run a performance
simulation, which results in the system’s timing behavior, which may then be
analyzed to help with system optimization. Figure 5.3 depicts an overview
of models which combine to form AMALTHEA System Model, which could
be given as input to simulation tools for performance analysis of the system.

5.2.1 AMALTHEA Data Models
AMALTHEA, an open tool platform for automotive embedded-system engi-
neering, mainly focuses on design, implementation and optimization of soft-
ware for multi-core systems based on model-driven methodology [90]. It
describes the distributed system on different level of details with the help of
sub-models. Figure 5.4 depicts an overview of AMALTHEA sub-models and
how they are referenced to each other.

Figure 5.4: AMALTHEA data models
[91]
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The AMALTHEA model is mainly divided into ten data models, where each
model covers a specific aspect of the system which is considered under devel-
opment. An overview of each data model is given below [65][91].

• Components Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements, referred to as compo-
nents that describe the system at the top-level like a black box with
ports, composites. These elements, which can be instantiated multi-
ple times are connected using component interfaces. They also help in
exchanging information during early phases of development.

• Software Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements that describe the func-
tional behaviour of software in the system, that mainly includes pro-
cesses, process functions, ISRs, variables etc. The elements of this
model are referred to as either task, runnable or label. Process is gen-
erally referred to as task, process function as runnable. A task can
consist of one or more runnables. Runnables to be executed at a cer-
tain period are mapped to the task running at that period. Tasks and
runnables have ticks and counters as sub-elements to specify their exe-
cution time. The number of ticks is the number of cycles of processing
unit. Counters help to describe the activation of a task or runnable
element to happen only every nth time. Label is simple data element
like variable located in a defined area of a given memory. It has data
type and size as sub-elements to represent the type and size of data
element received or sent by a task/runnable instance.

• Hardware Model
It is the model which is comprised of hierarchical elements, that de-
scribes the entire hardware in the system, that mainly includes ECUs,
microcontrollers, processing units (number of cores), memory informa-
tion, connections, additional peripherals etc. At the top-level, it con-
tains definitions, domains, features and structures as elements. Defini-
tion element contains ProcessingUnitDefinition, MemoryDefinition as
sub-elements.

• Operating System Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements that give an abstract
information about the underlying operating system with the schedulers,
scheduling algorithm, buffers, semaphores, resources etc supported on
it. It contains task scheduler as one of the elements. Task scheduler
contains scheduling algorithm as sub-element.
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• Mapping Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements, which mainly contains
the information about mapping of elements among hardware model,
software model and operating system model. It allows to define the:

1. mapping of tasks to schedulers
2. scheduling parameters like priority, based on mapping
3. mapping of data elements such as variables to memory modules

• Constraints Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements that describe the con-
straints mainly related to the timing of software, execution order of
functions, the affinity of functions to each other etc.

• Property Constraints Model
It is the model that is used to constrain the design space by providing
information about the specific hardware properties required by certain
functions, which are necessary for allocation or target mapping from a
software perspective.

• Stimuli Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements that describe stimulus
and clock objects. Some of the available stimulus are periodic stimulus,
event stimulus, inter-process stimulus etc.

• Event Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements, referred to as events that
describe mainly the event chains. Event chains are useful in defining
the specific task-chain sequence that help in tracing configuration, tim-
ing constraints of entities like processes, labels, runnables, end-to-end
latencies etc.

• Configuration Model
It is the model which is comprised of elements, that contain definitions
and configuration information mainly related to simulation, hardware
tracing, building system model etc.

5.3 Generic Performance Model using AMALTHEA
This section explains the modeling of generic performance model that in-
cludes hardware model, generic micro-ROS model on BODAS and appli-
cation model with their associated properties and dependencies designed in
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Section 5.1 using available AMALTHEA Data models. Figure 5.5 depicts the
realization of generic performance model using data models in AMALTHEA.

Figure 5.5: Generic Performance Model using AMALTHEA data models

5.3.1 Hardware Model
Hardware model, which is part of the generic performance model could be
realized using hardware data model in AMALTHEA with Number of Pro-
cessing Cores and Memory Size properties described using definition element.
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Other hardware details like clock frequency, microcontroller etc could be de-
scribed using respective elements. Figure 5.6 depicts the visualization of a
simple hardware data model with single core on a microcontroller described
in AMALTHEA.

Figure 5.6: Hardware data model

5.3.2 Generic micro-ROS Model on BODAS
Generic micro-ROS Model on BODAS, which is part of the generic perfor-
mance model can be modeled in a generic way so that this model could
be used for all kinds of micro-ROS-based applications on BODAS platform.
Thus, each and every property belonging to this model is realized using spe-
cific data models in AMALTHEA.

The Task Period property could be described using stimuli data model with
1 ms, 10 ms, 100 ms etc as PeriodicStimulus sub-elements. Next, the OS
Scheduling Policy property could be described using operating system data
model with the fixed periodic preemptive scheduling algorithm sub-element.
Finally, the Middleware property that also includes executor function could
be described using software data model with task, runnable and label as
the elements. The Execution Time parameter could be described using ticks
and if the execution time is varying every nth interval, it could be described
using counters. The Frequency parameter could be mapped to respective
PeriodicStimulus sub-element of stimuli data model(1 ms, 10 ms or 100 ms)
depending on how frequent the task or runnable should be executed. The
Message Size parameter could be described using label element with size as
sub-element depending on the topic. Figure 5.7 depicts the visualization of
a simple software data model with a single task consisting of three runnables
and two labels described in AMALTHEA.
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Figure 5.7: Software data model

5.3.3 Application Model
Subscriptions and Publishers properties belonging to application model, which
is part of the generic performance model could be described using software
data model in AMALTHEA. The Execution Time, Frequency and Message
Size parameters could be described using respective elements belonging to
data models as explained in the last paragraph.

Therefore, from the modeling perspective, with the analysis, concepts and
realization details explained above, a system model depicting an application
developed with the micro-ROS framework on a embedded platform like BO-
DAS Controller running AUTOSAR/OSEK like OS could be developed using
data models in AMALTHEA.

5.4 Performance Analysis using chronSUITE
In Section 3.2.2, few of the popular standard tools available for timing and
performance analysis in the automotive industry are mentioned. Among
these, the proprietary tool chronSUITE from Inchron stands out as a well-
researched supplement, mainly because it supports the analysis of complex
task dependencies and heterogeneous, distributed architectures and also an
importer called am2inc [92] developed in its recent version, which reads the
AMALTHEA system model and directly convert them into chronSUITE tim-
ing model which could be further used for performance analysis.

Inchron [93], an active member of the AUTOSAR consortium provides a
wide-variety of tools for the developers, testers, integrators and system ar-
chitects to excel in real-time properties throughout the entire real-time sys-
tem development life cycle. Its start-of-the-art methods enable the analysis,
design, development, testing and optimization of complex embedded appli-
cations, thus predicting its quality, costs and time to market [94]. Among
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the products supported from Inchron, chronSUITE stands out as a leading
toolkit for building efficient and reliable embedded real-time systems. Some
of its key features are [95][96]:

• Modeling of complex systems with EventSequences and DataFlows

• Simulation of many and multi-core systems on a chip (SoC) and mem-
ory bus congestion effects

• Interactive trace visualization and automated timing and performance
requirements verification

• Importer for APP4MC AMALTHEA system models

Thus, the system model developed as explained in the previous section us-
ing AMALTHEA data models could be given as input to chronSUITE us-
ing am2inc importer. The importer, available under the Eclipse Public Li-
cense 2.0 [97], helps in direct conversion of AMALTHEA system model to
chronSUITE timing model. Further, the timing model could be simulated
and a detailed report on real-time properties like response time, jitter, pre-
emption time and slack time of the tasks, end-to-end latencies between spec-
ified task-chains, deadlines, CPU load, RTOS failure etc could be obtained.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

In this chapter, we evaluate the effectiveness of the approach as discussed
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 regarding modeling and timing analysis by a
micro-ROS test application on a BODAS RC18-12/40 Series Controller as
mentioned in Section 1.2. This chapter also addresses the fourth research
question [Q4] mentioned in Section 3.4. In Section 6.1, a micro-ROS test ap-
plication is explained. In Section 6.2, the modeling of same application using
the approach from Chapter 5 is explained. In Section 6.3, the test setup and
results obtained through the implementation on the BODAS platform and
through performance analysis of the developed model using the simulation
tool are compared and discussed. In addition, the test setup and timing
results obtained with external hardware are also discussed.

6.1 Micro-ROS Test Application
As mentioned in the Section 1.2, an application with the micro-ROS frame-
work has been implemented on a BODAS RC18-12/40 Series Controller as
shown in the Figure 6.1 with the initialization phase, operation phase and
implementation details as explained in Chapter 4.

As a use-case, in a micro-ROS test application considered, an executor, which
is initialized with the node, is configured to handle two callbacks. One of
the callbacks is referred to as Control Function (timer callback) which reads
the input(i) test signal, multiplies the obtained value with the factor(f) and
the result is seen at the output(o) as shown in the Figure 6.2. This callback
is associated with a timer which is created and added to the executor and
it is responsible to call the callback periodically (in our case, 1 kHz period).
This timer callback is referred to as Task B. The factor(f) is to be updated
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Figure 6.1: Micro-ROS test application on BODAS RC18-12/40

at a certain interval from the Agent (in our case, 50 Hz). The other callback,
referred to as Message Factor, which handles the updated factor, is mapped
to a task running at 50 Hz and is referred to as Task A. Finally, as explained
in Section 4.3, the executor, which serves the middleware and notifies the
callbacks, should be running at 1 kHz and is referred to as Executor Task.

Figure 6.2: Control Function

The micro-ROS Agent, which is responsible for the micro-ROS Client on
BODAS platform talking to the DDS world, is running on a microprocessor
(in our case, a Lenovo T15 Laptop with Intel i7 CPU running Ubuntu 20.04
Linux in a VM under Windows 10). The communication between Client and
Agent is through standard CAN interface, configured based on custom trans-
port profile as explained in Section 4.4.2. The Agent sends the data contain-
ing information on the factor at a regular interval (50 Hz) and the Executor
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Task receives this data and writes to a memory location (memory 1). Then
the Message Factor Task A reads from this memory location and updates to
a memory location (memory 2) from which the Control Function TASK B
reads it and it modifies the signal read through GPIO input pin as per the
factor received. Finally, this modified signal is written through GPIO output
pin. From the hardware perspective, the input test signal is considered from
an externally connected ESP32 microcontroller [98] to BODAS ECU and the
signal is read through a GPIO input pin by the Control Function callback
and this signal is modified as per the factor and is written as output signal
through a GPIO output pin, which is read by ESP32 microcontroller. Thus,
ESP32 also helps in signal validation according to the factor.

6.2 Modeling of micro-ROS Test Application
The system model depicting a micro-ROS application on a BODAS RC18-
12/40 Series Controller as explained in previous section has been modeled
using AMALTHEA data models as shown in the Figure 6.3 with the model-
ing concepts and realization details as explained in the Chapter 5.

The hardware data model is built for single-core with clock frequency of
1 MHz and is not built with the hardware specifications of BODAS as ex-
plained in Section 2.4.1. In the operating system data model, fixed periodic
preemptive scheduling scheme is selected as the sub-element for the task
scheduler element. In the stimuli data model, 1 ms and 20 ms periods are de-
fined using respective periodicstimulus elements. In the software data model,
three tasks are defined using respective task elements. The execution time of
each task is given as a measure of number of ticks. Since the clock frequency
is considered as 1 MHz, the value of 1 tick would be equal to 1µs. The mes-
sage received externally at a certain interval regarding factor is defined as a
runnable with its interval defined using counter sub-element. In the mapping
data model, task priorities, mapping of three tasks to scheduler and scheduler
to core are defined. Executor Task has the highest priority, Control Function
Task has medium priority and Message Factor Task has the lowest priority.

The system model is successfully validated for INCHRON specifications in
APP4MC. This validation ensures the direct conversion of system model in
AMALTHEA into timing model in chronSUITE using am2inc importer.
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Figure 6.3: Micro-ROS test application model in AMALTHEA

6.3 Test Experiments
6.3.1 Initialization Phase
Test Setup

During the initialization phase, on the Client side, once the entity creation
request is sent, it also sends a CAN message via the debug interface CAN
channel with the identifier 0x180000AAA. On the Agent side, it receives the
request and generates an appropriate response. In the next iteration, once
the successful response from the Agent is acknowledged, the Client sends
a CAN message via the debug interface CAN channel with the identifier
0x18000BBB.
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Result

Figure 6.4 depicts the result of micro-ROS initialization phase implemented
using the state-machine model approach. It shows the request-response
mechanism for entities creation handled sequentially on the micro-ROS Client
(left) and micro-ROS Agent (right).

Figure 6.4: Micro-ROS Initialization Phase

6.3.2 Operation Phase
As explained in the Section 6.1, the executor and the callbacks are mapped
to respective tasks running at certain interval. The result obtained on the
BODAS hardware regarding response time of the Control Function via debug
interface CAN channel is compared to the simulation result obtained using
chronSUITE for two approaches. Then the result regarding latency and jitter
of the Control Function is calculated with another experimental setup, i.e.,
using externally connected device (in our case, ESP32) to BODAS. Finally,
along with this setup, the result obtained on the BODAS hardware regard-
ing end-to-end (E2E) latency of a specified task chain are compared to the
simulation result obtained using chronSUITE. All the experiments have a
run-time for around 5 minutes. The data collected via debug interface CAN
channel and ESP32 are given as input to the tool respectively, which is devel-
oped using python and it helps to generate necessary statistics information
regarding timing properties of the respective task.
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Approach 1: Simple Model

Test Setup
In the first approach, the minimum, average and maximum execution time
of each task in isolation are measured using the BODAS API, which offers
a built-in function for task run-time measurements and sent via debug in-
terface CAN channel every second. For the Executor Task, single execution
time is considered irrespective of its variation in execution during the re-
ception of message from the Agent. In the next step, similar to execution
time, the response time of the Control Function, which is executed as timer
callback, is measured using the BODAS API and sent via debug interface
CAN channel every second. From the modeling perspective, a simple model
of the application is developed with a single execution time for the Executor
Task and the average execution time of other tasks, which are given as input
respectively to the tasks in AMALTHEA. Finally, the result obtained on the
BODAS hardware regarding response time is compared with the simulation
result obtained using chronSUITE with the timing model generated from the
simple model of application as input.

Result

Executor Message Control Executor
Task Factor Function + Control

Task Task Function
(1 kHz) (50 Hz) (1 kHz) (1 kHz)

min net time [µs] 25 25 25 25
avg net time [µs] 53.08 32.2 45 68.83
max net time [µs] 92 41 73 100

input to 12 2 4 16
model (output of

(execution time) model)

Table 6.1: Results based on Simple Model

Table 6.1 gives the information on minimum, average and maximum execu-
tion time of each task measured using BODAS API in isolation and the last
column gives the response time of the Control Function (implemented as a
timer callback by an executor). As a baseline, initially, the average execution
time of an empty 1 kHz task and 50 Hz task was measured and it was found
to be around 41 µs and 31 µs respectively (includes context switching time
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etc). Hence, for the model, the execution time of the tasks (excluding base-
line execution time) in the form of ticks are given as input as per last row in
the Table 6.1. Figure 6.5 depicts the response time of the Control Function
obtained using chronSUITE tool. Adding the baseline execution time, the
overall value would be 57 µs.

Figure 6.5: Response Time of Control Function using Simple Model

From the results, it is observable that there is an increase of around 16.5% in
the response time value measured on the BODAS hardware. This is because
the Control Function callback is not running independently on the BODAS
hardware i.e., it is executed as a timer callback. Whereas from the modeling
perspective, it is realized as an independent task without calling a timer.
Therefore, the difference is because of the additional overhead due to timer
for the Control Function Task in the executor, which is not considered in the
model.

Approach 2: Advanced Model

Test Setup
The second approach is similar to the first approach except that, for the
Executor Task, two execution times are considered, i.e., one during mes-
sage received from the Agent and one during message not received from the
Agent. Accordingly, an advanced model of the application is developed with
two execution times for the Executor Task. In this approach, since the model
is developed in detail regarding the micro-ROS stack (Executor Task), it is
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expected that it predicts the response time of the Control Function better
than the first approach.

Result

Executor Task Executor Task Executor
without message with message + Control

received received Function

min net time [µs] 25 25 25
avg net time [µs] 53 66.3 68.83
max net time [µs] 53 73 100

input to 12 13 16.65
model (output of

(execution time) model)

Table 6.2: Results based on Advanced Model

Table 6.2 gives the detailed information on the execution time of Executor
Task if a message is not received from the Agent and if a message is received
from the Agent. On an average, its execution time is increased by 13 µs
every 20 ms when it receives the message from Agent. From the modeling
perspective, this additional execution time for the Executor Task is modeled
using counter sub-element as explained in the Section 6.2. Other inputs to
the model are same as the earlier approach. Figure 6.6 depicts the response
time of the Control Function obtained using chronSUITE tool. Adding the
baseline execution time, the overall value would be 57.65 µs.

From the results, it is observable that on an average there is an increase in
the response time of the Control Function by 0.65 µs. This is because every
20 ms there is an increase in the execution time of Executor Task due to the
reception of message from Agent. In our case, since the message size is very
small, there is not significant increase in the execution time of Executor Task
when it receives the message. But in general, the model predicts the better
response time of the tasks/functions if it is given the detailed information on
the execution time of Executor Task.

Determining Latency and Jitter of the Control Function

Test Setup
Figure 6.7 depicts the setup of BODAS ECU and ESP32 and Table 6.3 gives
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Figure 6.6: Response Time of Control Function using Advanced Model

the GPIO details of the same.

Figure 6.7: BODAS-ESP32 setup
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BODAS ESP32

Input PINs A43 17 (IN1), 16 (IN2), 4 (IN3)
Output PINs K86, K85, K84 22(OUT1)

Table 6.3: Pin connections between BODAS and ESP32

The latency of the Control Function is calculated as time interval for the
Control Function Task to write the value read from OUT1 to IN3 (with re-
spect to ESP32). t1 and t2 are the defined start time and end time on ESP32.
t1 = write(OUT1)
t2 = read(IN3)
Time interval i.e., latency measurement on ESP32 = t2 - t1
The jitter of the Control Function is calculated as the expected value of the
squared deviation from the average duration value.

Result

Control Function Control Function
without micro-ROS with micro-ROS

stack (1 kHz) stack (1 kHz)

min latency [µs] 1443 1505
avg latency [µs] 7192 7418
max latency [µs] 39919 38114

jitter [µs] 3787 4100
CPU load 25.62% 28.3%

Table 6.4: Measurement on ESP32

Table 6.4 gives the information on the latency as well as the jitter of the Con-
trol Function with and without micro-ROS stack. The last row also gives the
information on the CPU load. Figure 6.8 depicts the histogram of latency
of the Control Function without micro-ROS stack running in a 1 kHz task.
Figure 6.9 depicts the histogram of latency of the Control Function with
micro-ROS stack running in a 1 kHz task.

From the results, it is observable that the numbers related to latency and
jitter calculated on ESP32 are quite high and distributed than the goals
defined in the Section 1.2 because there was unexpected high delays observed
in the I/O subsystem of BODAS hardware. This was verified by running
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Control Function without micro-ROS stack in different tasks on BODAS
hardware like 1 kHz, 50 Hz etc. It was also verified with simple I/O tests
by connecting the ESP32 outputs directly with its inputs that there was no
delay on ESP32 side. Regarding CPU load, it is observable that there is an
increase of around 3% due to the micro-ROS stack.

Figure 6.8: Distributed latency of Control Function without micro-ROS stack
on ESP32

Figure 6.9: Distributed latency of Control Function with micro-ROS stack
on ESP32
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Determining E2E Latency of a Task Chain

Test Setup

Figure 6.10: Specified task chain

The end-to-end latency of a task chain is calculated as time interval from the
incoming new message (factor) received by the Executor Task to update of
signal by the Control Function Task at the output as per the factor recep-
tion. Figure 6.10 depicts the specified task chain as per the micro-ROS test
application on BODAS. To observe the minimum, average and maximum
E2E latency of a task chain, the message from Agent is sent in a interval of
(20 ms + offset). This offset varies from 0 to 20 ms.

Measurement on BODAS
As soon as the new message is received by an Executor Task, it sends the
timestamp (start time) via the debug interface CAN channel. Then, once the
Control Function updates the input signal as per the new factor, it sends the
timestamp (end time) via the debug interface CAN channel. The difference
between these two timestamps gives the E2E latency of a task chain.

Measurement using Simulation Tool (Model)
Figure 6.11 depicts the timing model in chronSUITE which is the result
of the system model imported using am2inc importer. In this thesis work,
from the modeling perspective to predict the end-to-end latency of a task
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chain, event sequence is not defined using event data model in AMALTHEA,
because currently the importer am2inc doesn’t support the automatic con-
version of AMALTHEA event chains. Hence, the event sequence as shown
in the Figure 6.10 is defined in the timing model in chronSUITE. Also, the
distributed message reception from the Agent could not be realized in the
timing model in chronSUITE and hence only the minimum and maximum
E2E latency of a task chain are calculated.

Figure 6.11: Timing Model in chronSUITE

Measurement on ESP32
t3 and t4 are the defined start time and end time on ESP32 i.e.,
t3 = read(IN1) , Executor Task updates pin as soon as new message is re-
ceived
t4 = read(IN2), Control Function Task updates pin after the update of signal
as per the factor reception
Time interval i.e., E2E latency on ESP32 = t4 - t3

Result
Figure 6.12 depicts the histogram of E2E latency of a task chain calculated
from the measured values on BODAS hardware.

Figure 6.13 depicts the timing diagram of an event chain with the minimum
E2E latency i.e., when all the three tasks are ready for execution and the
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Figure 6.12: Distributed E2E latency of a task chain

message is received from Agent. Figure 6.14 depicts the timing diagram of
an event chain with the maximum E2E latency i.e., when the Message Factor
Task A started its execution and then immediately the message is received
from Agent.

Figure 6.13: Minimum E2E latency of a task chain
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Figure 6.14: Maximum E2E latency of a task chain

Table 6.5 gives the information on the minimum, average and maximum
E2E latency of a task chain calculated from the measured values on BODAS,
ESP32 and using simulation tool chronSUITE. It is observed that the results
obtained on BODAS and the simulation tool (Model) are almost same. As
explained before, there is an unexpected delay observed at the I/O subsystem
of BODAS, hence the values are quite high on ESP32.

BODAS Model ESP32

min latency [µs] 970 1029 9790
avg latency [µs] 10320 - 15080
max latency [µs] 19978 20070 40192

Table 6.5: Measurement of E2E latency of a task chain
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This chapter summarises the contributions and conclusions drawn from this
thesis work. It also suggests some topics for future work.

7.1 Summary
The successful porting of micro-ROS stack on one of the most popular AUT-
OSAR-based ECUs in off-highway applications proves that the robotics frame-
work could also be used in the development of advanced automation functions
along with automotive proven standards. In this thesis work, the analysis of
micro-ROS framework and AUTOSAR Classic framework helped to formu-
late the four research objectives, which mainly addressed the modeling and
timing requirements to be followed for any micro-ROS application developed
on an AUTOSAR-based embedded device.

The first question [Q1] addressed mainly from the timing perspective, which
primarily focused on the concept of mapping event-based execution model in
micro-ROS to fixed periodic scheduling scheme in AUTOSAR. Along with
the execution management, it also addressed the issue of handling the mem-
ory allocation for tasks with single stack, in contrast to global memory of the
OSEK operating system. The second to fourth question addressed mainly
from the modeling perspective. In the second question [Q2], the timing prop-
erties that influence the characteristics of micro-ROS stack was investigated
and with the main objective to abstract the execution timing behavior of
the entire middleware, these properties were grouped to individual necessary
models. In the third question [Q3], how these individual models on a specific
microcontroller could be analysed with one of the most popular modeling lan-
guages in automotive, i.e., AMALTHEA was described. Finally, the fourth
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question [Q4] answered how these developed models allowed to predict the
latencies using an appropriate simulation tool like chronSUITE, which is also
quite popular in automotive for performance and timing analysis. From the
results, it was observed that with detailed modeling of executor i.e., mainly
with respect to its execution time, the model could predict better timing
statistics related to latencies, response time of the tasks/functions involved
in the application.

From the implementation perspective, on the BODAS ECU, additional lay-
ers were introduced to support the missing standard C library functions and
necessary POSIX functions. The support for standard CAN interface be-
tween micro-ROS Client and micro-ROS Agent based on the configuration
of custom transport profile was implemented. Along with that, to support
tasks-like execution model instead of threads-like execution model, the API
function calls in the layers of the micro-ROS Client stack were identified and
adapted using a state-machine model approach. The complete implemen-
tation was first realized on Linux and later with the hardware interface on
the BODAS ECU. Finally, a test application that involved a simple Con-
trol Function with the micro-ROS framework was also demonstrated on a
BODAS RC18-12/40 Series Controller, which is quite popular in off-highway
applications.

7.2 Future Work
The possible improvements and extensions of the thesis work could be in the
following paths:

• The hardware data model is built for single-core only. It did not have
much impact on the results as the micro-ROS test application on BO-
DAS was very simple. But when designing more advanced application,
hardware data model must be built with the actual hardware specifica-
tions of BODAS RC40 Series Controllers, so that the simulation results
are more accurate.

• The message size of the topic received from the Agent was not consid-
ered to be part of the modeling as it was very small. But, we observed
that it had an impact on the execution time of the executor. Therefore,
this has to be investigated further and studied in detail.

• The event chains are developed in the timing model in chronSUITE
tool. To have more accurate E2E latency results, event chains have to
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be developed in the event data models in AMALTHEA and have to be
converted automatically using am2inc importer.

• From the modeling perspective, the impact of micro-ROS timer associ-
ated to the executor has to be investigated, as we observed it also had
an effect on the execution time of the executor.
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